1. First, color Gary however you’d like
2. Next, cut out Gary along the dotted line
3. Then, tape to stick for a custom Gary mask!
The object of Tic-Tac-Toe is to get three in a row. Players will alternate placing an “X” and an “O” on the game board until either player has three in a row.
You’re the Captain! Color and cut-out your own FCC Captain’s Pennant
Connect the dots then color to reveal the FCC Crest!
Try to guess the FCC chant by filling out the blank spaces with the correct vowel. Also, come up with your own FCC chant below!

1. C_nc_nn_t_ h_r_ w_ g_, h_r_ w_ g_, h_r_ w_ g_.
   C_nc_nn_t_ h_r_ w_ g_, h_r_ w_ g_, h_r_ w_ g_.
   OL_ OL_ - OL_ OL_, N_ n_ l_k_s_s, b_t th_t’s _k_y.
   S_ sc_r_ _ g__l, _r sc_r_ _ f_w,
   C_nc nn_t_, w’r_ h_r_ f_r y___!

2. FC C_ncy (FC C_ncy)
   Th_ r_ng_ nd Blu_ (Th_ r_ng_ nd B_L__)
   Th_ B__l_y S_ngs (Th_ B__l_y S_ngs)
   _s _n_ f_r y__ (_s _n_ f_r y__)
   _h hh hh hh!
   _h hh hh hh!
   _hh hh hh!
   _hh hh hh!

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
Fill in your Big FCC Family Tree by drawing everyone that led you to love FCC!